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Basic Description
This manual is designed to educate authorized personnel on managing users and devices
connecting to the eAgent Client Manager (ECM). The eAgent Client Manager (ECM) is a web
application used by authorized personnel to create and maintain user and device information.
Functions of the ECM include:




Adding new users and devices
Creating logical groups of users, devices, ORIs and message keys
Configure routing for Broadcast Groups and ORIs

How to Access the eAgent Client Manager (ECM)
Since the ECM is a web application, you must have a web browser and access to the host
agency secure intranet to use it. You must also have Administrator privileges to access any data
in the system. Follow these steps to access the ECM:
1. Open a Web Browser (Internet Explorer, Mozilla, etc.)
2. Navigate to the eAgent Homepage.
3. Select the eAgent Client Manager link and the browser will redirect you to the ECM
login screen.
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Figure 1 - eAgent Homepage Highlighting Link to ECM Login

Logging In
To begin, each authorized user must log in to the ECM interface. When the login screen
appears, simply enter the username and password you use to access the ECM and click the
Submit button.
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Figure 2 - eAgent Login Screen with “Submit” Button Highlighted

The ECM Home Page
Once you log in as an authorized user, you will be directed to the ECM home page. From here,
you can view and create new agencies.

Figure 3 - ECM Home Page
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Agencies
An agency is any office that the New Jersey State Police (NJSP) approves to access the message
switch to transmit and/or receive CJIS data. The ECM manages these agencies.

Create a New Agency
To create a new agency, click on the Add Agency link located on the left side of the ECM home
page.

Figure 4 - ECM Home Page with “Add Agency” Button Highlighted

The Add Agency form will appear on the next screen. Complete the mandatory information and
select the Add button.
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Figure 5 - Add Agency Page with “Add” Button Highlighted

After selecting Add, the eAgent Client Manager will refresh the page and the new agency will
be visible. You may now edit the agency description or add users and devices.
To add users or devices, select the Add User or Add Device buttons located on the left side of
the page. (See the Create New User or Create New Device section for more information).

Figure 6 - Agency Page with “Add User” and “Add Device” Buttons Highlighted
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Edit Agency Information
To edit Agency information, locate the agency name from the ECM Home page or select
Agencies from the top left sidebar of the page. You cannot alter an Agency name after you
enter it into the ECM. To edit an agency, select the Edit icon ( ) for the corresponding agency
on the far right of the screen. On the next page, fill out the required fields and any additional
displayed fields then select Update.

Figure 7 - Edit Agency Information Page with “Update” Button Highlighted

Add a Sub-Agency
To organize which ORI’s and offices are within each agency, you can add agencies within an
agency.
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Figure 8 - Agency Page with “Add Sub-Agency” Button Highlighted

Users
Users are named individuals that have access to the NJSP message switch and whose identity is
managed by the ECM.

Create a New User
To create a new user, click the Agencies link in the upper left side of the ECM home page.
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Figure 9 - ECM Home Page with the “Agencies” Link Highlighted

Then select the agency where you want to add a new user.

Figure 10 - Agencies Page Showing How to Select a Specific Agency to Add a New User

Click on the Add User button in the bottom left section of the sidebar (see Figure 11). This will
take you to an Add User form (see Figure 12). All mandatory fields will be marked with an
asterisk (*).
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Figure 11 - Specific Agency Page with “Add User” Link Highlighted

1. Enter user information in the appropriate fields.
2. Select the user access level from the “Menu Level” dropdown field.
3. The “Active” checkbox is checked by default.
4. Selecting “Admin” for the Role gives the user full access to the ECM.
5. Enter a password for the user. It can be a generic password since the user will be forced
to change it to a new robust password upon login.
6. Click on the “Save User” button.
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Figure 12 - Add User Page with “Save User” Button Highlighted

Modify a User
To modify a user, click on the Agencies link from the upper left side of the ECM Home page.
Select an agency by clicking on the agency’s name.
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Figure 13 - Agency Landing Page Showing How to Select a Specific Agency

Select a username from the list of users on the main page, or select View All to view a complete
list. Select a user to view that user’s information, and click the ( ) Edit Icon next to the
username to edit any of this information.
To edit a user directly from the Users page, select the ( ) Edit Icon next to the user you want to
modify.

Figure 14 - Landing Page for a Specific Agency Highlighting Where to Click to Modify a User
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Figure 15 - Users Page with the Edit Icon Highlighted

Once you finished with your edits to the user’s information, click on the Update button.
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Figure 16 - Edit User Page Highlighting "Update" Button

Deactivate a User
To deactivate a user, navigate to the user account under his/her agency and click the ( ) edit
icon next to the Username (See the previous “Modify a User” section of this user guide). On the
Edit User page, uncheck the Active checkbox and click on the Update button to save your
changes.
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Figure 17 - Edit User Page with “Active” Checkbox Highlighted

Send/Receive ORIs for Users
To add ORI permissions to a specific user, navigate to the user’s main page and select
Send/Receive ORIs from the left side of the page.
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Figure 18 - Main User Name Page Highlighting "Send/Receive ORIs" Button

From this page, you can modify which ORIs a user sends and receives for. Make sure the
appropriate boxes are checked for the “Send” and “Receive” columns, then select Update to
save.

Figure 19 - Send/Receive ORIs Page Highlighting "Update" Button
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Devices
Devices are used to transmit and receive traffic from the NJSP message switch. The devices are
managed by the ECM.

Create a New Device
To create a new device, select the Agencies link from the upper left side of the ECM home
page. Devices are located inside the agency.

Figure 20 - Agencies Landing Page Highlighting Where to Click on a Specific Agency

Select on the Add Device button in the left section of the sidebar. This will take you to an Add
Device form. All mandatory fields will be marked with an asterisk (*).
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Figure 21 - Specific Agency Page Showing Where to Click to Add a Device

1. Provide device information in the appropriate fields.
2. Select your agency in the “Agency” dropdown field. Your agency should be defaulted in
the dropdown field.
3. Type your “Device Name”.
4. Type your “Device Description”.
5. Select your device connection in the “Connection” dropdown field.
6. Click on the “Save Device” button to create a device.
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Figure 22 - Add Device Page with “Save Device” Button Highlighted

Modify a Device
To modify a device, navigate to the agency where the device is located and select it.

Figure 23 - Agencies Landing Page How to Select Agency for Modifying Its Devices

Once inside the agency, you will see the devices attached to that agency. Click on the specific
device you wish to modify.
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Figure 24 - Specific Agency Page Highlighting How to Select a Specific Device to Modify

You will now see the current settings for the device selected. To modify the device, click the ( )
edit icon and edit the fields desired.
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Figure 25 - Device Page with Edit Icon Highlighted

Edit the desired fields. Once editing is complete, click on the Save Device button to save your
changes.

Figure 26 - Edit Device Page with “Save Device” Button Highlighted
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Deactivate a Device
To deactivate a device, navigate to the agency where the device is located, select that agency
and navigate to the device you wish to deactivate (See the previous “Modify a device” section
of this user guide). Uncheck the “Active” checkbox for that device and click on the “Save
Device” button.

Figure 27 - Edit Device Page with “Active” Checkbox Highlighted

Send/Receive ORIs for Devices
To add ORI permissions to a specific device, navigate to your agency’s main page and select a
device from the list of devices. Select the Send/Receive ORIs button from the left side of the
page.
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Figure 28 - Device Page Highlighting "Send/Receive ORIs" Button

From this page, you can modify which ORIs a device sends and receives for. Make sure the
appropriate boxes are checked for the “Send” and “Receive” columns, then select Update to
save.

Figure 29 - Send/Receive ORIs for a Device Page Highlighting "Update" Button
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Broadcast Groups
Broadcast groups are groups of agencies, users, and ORIs that messages are routed to. To view,
create, edit, or delete Broadcast Groups, select the Broadcast Groups link on the upper left of
the page.

Create a Broadcast Group
To add a Broadcast Group, select the Add Broadcast Group button on the lower left side of the
page.

Figure 30 - Broadcast Group Home Page with “Add Broadcast Group” Button

Enter the Name and Description of the Broadcast Group and select Add. You will then be
directed to the section to add devices or other Broadcast Groups to the Broadcast group you
just created.
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Figure 31 - Add Broadcast Group page with “Add” Button Highlighted

Once completed, the new Broadcast Group will display and you can begin assigning Agencies,
Users, ORIs, and other Broadcast Groups.

Add Agencies to Broadcast Groups
Choose the Broadcast Group you wish to edit from the list on the broadcast groups page. Select
the ( ) Edit Icon next to Agencies, and you will see a list of available agencies to choose from.

Figure 32 - Broadcast Group Page with “Edit” Icon Highlighted next to “Agencies”
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From this page, you can select an agency and add it to the Broadcast Group you are working on.
Select Update once you have chosen the appropriate agencies for the broadcast group.

Figure 33 - Broadcast Group Agency Selection Page with “Update” Button Highlighted

Edit Agencies in a Broadcast Group
The process of editing agencies in a Broadcast Group is similar to adding agencies. Once inside
the desired Broadcast Group, select the ( ) Edit Icon next to Agencies.

Figure 34 - Broadcast Group Page with “Edit” Icon Highlighted Next to “Agencies”

A list of all agencies will display. To remove an agency from the Broadcast Group, uncheck that
agency. Once completed, select Update.
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Figure 35 - Selecting a Broadcast Group to Update Its Agencies

Add Multiple Broadcast Groups to a Broadcast Group
Multiple Broadcast Groups can be added to other Broadcast Groups. Once you select the ( )
edit icon next to “Broadcast Groups”, you will see a list of Broadcast Groups to choose from.

Figure 36 - Broadcast Group Page with “Edit” Icon Highlighted next to “Broadcast Groups”

Choose the Broadcast Groups you wish to add and select Update.
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Figure 37 - Adding Broadcast Groups to a Broadcast Group (“Update” Button Highlighted)

Edit a Broadcast Group’s Broadcast Groups
The contents of a Broadcast Group can be edited to remove ORIs and devices. To edit or delete
Broadcast Groups, select the Broadcast Groups link on the upper left of the page.

Figure 38 - ECM Home Page with “Broadcast Groups” Button Highlighted

Select the Broadcast Group you wish to edit.
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Figure 39 - Selecting a Broadcast Group to Edit (Blue Broadcast Group Name Highlighted)

Click on the ( ) edit icon next to “Broadcast Groups”.

Figure 40 - Specific Broadcast Group Page with Edit Icon Highlighted

When you edit the Broadcast Group, you will see all the Broadcast Groups available for you to
assign.
To assign another Broadcast Group to this Broadcast Group, place a check in the desired
Broadcast Group’s box. To remove a Broadcast Group, uncheck the corresponding box. Once
completed, select Update to save your changes.
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Figure 41 - Editing Broadcast Groups in a Broadcast Group (“Update” Button Highlighted)

Add Users to Broadcast Groups
Choose the Broadcast Group you wish to edit from the list on the broadcast groups page. Select
the ( ) Edit Icon next to Users, and a list of agencies will display. Select an agency from which
to add recipients.

Figure 42 - Broadcast Group Highlighting Edit Icon for "Users"

Once you choose an agency, select the users you want to add by checking the corresponding
boxes. Select Update.
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Figure 43 - Adding Users to a Broadcast Group (“Update” Button Highlighted)

Edit Users in a Broadcast Group
The process of editing users in a Broadcast Group is similar to adding users. Once inside the
desired Broadcast Group, select the ( ) Edit Icon next to Users.
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Figure 44 - Edit Users in a Broadcast Group ("Edit" Icon Highlighted)

From this page, select the agency that contains the users you wish to edit. Uncheck the box
next to a user’s name to remove them from the Broadcast Group. Select Update to save your
changes.

Figure 45 - Edit Users in a Broadcast Group ("Update" Button Highlighted)
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Add ORIs to Broadcast Groups
Once you are in the desired Broadcast Group, select the ( ) Edit Icon next to ORIs, and you will
see a list of ORIs to choose from.

Figure 46 - Broadcast Group Page with “Edit” Icon Highlighted next to “ORIs”

From this page, you can select the check box next to an ORI and add it to the Broadcast Group
you are working on.
Select Update once you have chosen the appropriate ORIs for the broadcast group.
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Figure 47 - Broadcast Group ORI Selection Page with “Update” Button Highlighted

Edit ORIs in a Broadcast Group
The process of editing ORIs in a Broadcast Group is similar to adding ORIs. Once inside the
desired Broadcast Group, select the ( ) Edit Icon next to ORIs.

Figure 48 - Broadcast Group Page with “Edit” Icon Highlighted Next to “ORIs”
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A list of all ORIs will display. To remove an ORI from the Broadcast Group, uncheck that agency.
Once completed, select Update.

Figure 49 - Edit ORIs within a Broadcast Group (“Update” Button Highlighted)

ORIs
An ORI (Originating Requester Identifier) is needed for devices to send and receive messages.
To view ORIs, select the ORIs link from the upper left side of the ECM home page.

Add an ORI
To add an ORI, select the ORIs link from the upper left side of the ECM home page, and then
select the Add ORI button.
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Figure 50 - ORI Landing Page with “Add ORI” Button Highlighted

Fill in the ORI in the Name field. A description of the ORI may be added but is not mandatory.
Select Add and the new ORI will display ready to use.

Figure 51 - Add ORI Page

Add Agencies to ORIs
Once an ORI has been added, you can add existing agencies to that ORI for organizational
purposes. Navigate to the landing page of the ORI you wish to edit and select the edit icon next
to Agencies.
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Figure 52 - ORI Landing Page Highlighting “Edit” Icon

Check the boxes for the agencies you want to assign to the ORI. Select Update.

Figure 53 - Adding Agencies to ORIs (“Update” Button Highlighted)

Edit Agencies in ORIs
To edit an ORI’s agencies, first click on the ORIs link in the upper left sidebar of the ECM home
page. Then, select the ORI you wish to edit.
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Figure 54 - ORI Landing Page Showing Where to Click to Edit an ORI’s Agencies

If any agencies are attached to this ORI, they will display below. To continue to add or remove
agencies, click the ( ) icon next to Agencies.

Figure 55 - Specific ORI Landing Page with Edit Agency Icon Highlighted
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To add an agency to this ORI, place a check in the desired agency’s box. To remove an agency
from this ORI, uncheck that agency. Once you finish making your changes, click Update to save.

Figure 56 - Editing Agencies for a Specific ORI (“Update” Button Highlighted)

Add Broadcast Groups to ORIs
To add Broadcast groups to ORIs, click the “ORIs” link from the upper left side of the ECM home
page. Then select the ORI you wish to add a Broadcast Group to.
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Figure 57 - ORIs Home Page Showing How to Select a Specific ORI

If any Broadcast Groups exist for this ORI, they will display below. Click the ( ) edit icon next to
Broadcast Groups. This will direct you to all available Broadcast groups.

Figure 58 - Specific ORI Page Highlighting Edit Icon for Adding Broadcast Groups

Choose the Broadcast Groups you wish to add and select Update to save your changes.
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Figure 59 - Adding Broadcast Groups to a Specific ORI (“Update” and Check Box Highlighted)

Edit Broadcast Groups for ORIs
The process of editing broadcast groups for ORIs is similar to adding broadcast groups. Once
you are in the desired ORI, select the edit icon next to Broadcast Groups.

Figure 60 - Edit Broadcast Groups for ORIs ("Edit" Icon Highlighted)

Check the box next to a Broadcast Group to add it to the ORI, or uncheck the box next to a
Broadcast Group to remove it. Select Update to save your changes.
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Figure 61 - Edit Broadcast Groups for an ORI ("Update" Button Highlighted)

Add Users to ORIs
You can add existing users to ORIs for organizational purposes. Navigate to the landing page of
the ORI you wish to edit and select the edit icon next to Users.

Figure 62 - Add Users to ORI ("Edit" Icon Highlighted)

On the next page, select an agency from which to add recipients.
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Figure 63 – Showing how to Select an Agency to Add Users to an ORI

To add a user to the ORI, check the box next to the username. Click Update to save your
changes.

Figure 64 - Add Users to an ORI ("Update" Button Highlighted)

Edit Users for ORIs
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The process of editing users for ORIs is similar to adding users. Once you select the appropriate
ORI, click the edit icon next to Users.

Figure 65 - ORI Landing Page Highlighting "Edit" Icon for Users

On the next page, select an agency from which you want to add or remove recipients. To add a
user, check the box next to the corresponding username. To remove a user, uncheck the box
next to the corresponding username. Select Update to save changes.
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Figure 66 - Edit Users for an ORI ("Update" Button Highlighted)

Connections
The Connections section will show a list of available connection types.

Add a Connection
To create a new connection, select the Connections link from the upper left side of the ECM
home page. Click the Add Connection button.
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Figure 67 - Connections Page Highlighting the “Connections” and “Add Connection” Buttons

Fill out the “Add Connection” form with the correct information and select Add.

Figure 68 - Add Connection Page with the “Add” Button Highlighted

Edit a Connection
To edit a connection, first select the Connections link from the upper left side of the ECM home
page. Then click the ( ) edit icon next to the Connection you wish to edit.
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Figure 69 - Connections Page with the “Edit” Icon Button Highlighted

Edit the appropriate fields and select Update.

Figure 70 - Specific Connection Page with the “Update” Button Highlighted

ORI Groups
ORI Groups dictate which ORIs can be assigned to a device or user. An ORI Group must be
assigned to an agency before the users and devices within that agency can be assigned an ORI.
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To view ORI Groups, select the ORI Groups link from the left sidebar of the ECM Home page.

Add an ORI Group
To add an ORI Group, select the Add ORI Group button on the left sidebar of the page.

Figure 71 - ORI Groups Page Highlighting the “Add ORI Group” Button

Enter the required ORI Group and optional description of the group then select Add.

Figure 72 - Add ORI Group Page with “Add” Button Highlighted

Edit an ORI Group
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Choose the ORI Group you wish to edit from the list of ORI Groups, and select the ( ) Edit Icon
from the corresponding column on the far right of the page.

Figure 73 - ORI Groups Page with “Edit” Icon Highlighted

Once inside the ORI Group, you will see all the ORIs inside this group. To add an ORI to this
group, place a check in the desired ORI’s box. To remove an ORI from this group, uncheck that
ORI. Once you finish making your changes, click Update to save.
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Figure 74 - Edit ORI Groups Page

Domains
Domains refers to the different points of access to eAgent managed within the ECM.
To view Domains, select the Domains link from the upper left side of the ECM Home page.

Add a Domain
To add a domain, select the Add Domain button on the left side of the page.
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Figure 75 - Domain Page Highlighting the “Add Domain” Button

Enter the required Domain Name, Type, and Default Policy. Select Add Domain when the
appropriate fields are complete.

Figure 76 - Add Domain Page with “Add Domain” Button Highlighted

Edit a Domain
Choose the Domain you wish to edit from the list of Domain Names, and select the ( ) Edit Icon
from the corresponding column on the far right of the page.
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Figure 77 - Domain Page with “Edit” Icon Highlighted

Edit the desired fields. Once editing is complete, click on the Update button to save your
changes.

Figure 78 - Domain Page with “Update” Button Highlighted

Hard Tokens
Hard Token devices are used for eAgentX2 Advanced Authentication. If your agency chooses
this method of second factor authentication, each end-user will receive a Hard Token device
that generates a unique one-time-password each time the hard token is turned on.
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To view Hard Tokens, select the Hard Tokens link from the left side of the page.

Figure 79 - Hard Tokens

Add a Hard Token
Agency administrators can add Hard Tokens to an agency, however all users can assign and use
hard tokens as a method of second factor authentication. To add a Hard Token, select Hard
Tokens from the left side of the ECM home page, and then select Add Hard Token.

Figure 80 - Hard Tokens Page with “Add Hard Token” Highlighted
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Enter the required Serial Number, Key, and Domain for the Hard Token. The serial number can
be found on the back of the Hard Token device, and the agency administrator must input the
key. Select Add Hard Token when the fields are complete.

Figure 81 - Add Hard Token Page

Edit a Hard Token
Choose the Hard Token you wish to edit from the list of Hard Tokens, and select the ( ) Edit
Icon from the corresponding column on the far right of the page.

Figure 82 - Hard Token Page with “Edit” Icon Highlighted
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Edit the desired fields. Once editing is complete, click on the Update button to save your
changes.

Figure 83 - Hard Token Page with “Update” Button Highlighted
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